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Salvador Gaytan:

Welcome to SmileTalk, an entertaining and informative dental talk
show, featuring the latest news and developments in dentistry. I’m
Salvador Gaytan, here with…?

Dr. John Chao:

Dr. John Chao, Merry Christmas everybody.

Salvador Gaytan:

Merry Christmas, it’s right, it is the season, Dr. John, we are
getting closer to Christmas Eve and Christmas.

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, before you know it, it will be all over, so let’s really enjoy it.

Salvador Gaytan:

That’s right.

Dr. John Chao:

Let’s have some fun.

Salvador Gaytan:

Have some extra hot chocolate, some marshmallows, listen to
some Christmas music, isn’t that right, Dr. John?

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, especially hot chocolate.

Salvador Gaytan:

I love hot chocolate. That’s one of my number one memories with
Christmas, aside from presents and so forth, but I guess as an adult,
having some hot chocolate, listening to some Christmas music and
just relaxing.

Dr. John Chao:

That sounds pretty good to me.

Salvador Gaytan:

Sounds pretty darn good. Now, Dr. John, we have our Rapid Fire
Five, we also have some Christmas trivia. Before we get to our
Rapid Fire Five today, you’ve arranged -- you have a CD
arrangement of songs, and we’ve played some snippets for the
audience on our last two shows.

Dr. John Chao:

Now, we have another one.

Salvador Gaytan:

We have another one, and you know what, you have a prelude to
the song that we’re going to play here.

Dr. John Chao:

Okay, we’re going to play and see if you can guess the tune.

Salvador Gaytan:

Okay, but you have a little prelude to -- okay yeah, go ahead, play
it and let’s…

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, let’s play it and see whether you can recognize the song.

[Music Playing]
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Salvador Gaytan:

Well, I don’t want to give it away, but it is Away in a Manger.

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, you got it.

Salvador Gaytan:

I like it.

Dr. John Chao:

Okay, those of you who like this music, you can download it at
AlhambraDental.com.

Salvador Gaytan:

Because you have personally arranged this with a keyboard and…

Dr. John Chao:

Yes.

Salvador Gaytan:

Right?

Dr. John Chao:

Yes, this is my composition. Okay, so you can download it all you
want. You can download it and give it to your friends, just enjoy it.

Salvador Gaytan:

Dr. John’s Christmas composition?

Dr. John Chao:

Yes, my gift to the audience.

Salvador Gaytan:

Fantastic.

Dr. John Chao:

I kind of like it. It’s got the spirit of…

Salvador Gaytan:

I’m feeling really especially relaxed right now.

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah. Would you give me a cup of hot chocolate?

Salvador Gaytan:

Oh man, I thought you were going to bring me a hot chocolate.
Well, now you have some information, I guess a little trivia about
this song in Poland, is it?

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, the Polish Americans, not in Poland, but Polish Americans
on Christmas Eve spread hay on their kitchen floor and under the
table cloth to remind them of the stable and the manger. When they
make up the table for dinner, they have two extra places setup for
guess who?

Salvador Gaytan:

Me and you?

Dr. John Chao:

No, we are not that good.

Salvador Gaytan:

Not that good, yeah.
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Dr. John Chao:

Mary and Christ child, in case they knock on the door and want to
come in.

Salvador Gaytan:

That’s a very interesting tradition.

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, isn’t that nice? I think that’s really, really nice.

Salvador Gaytan:

That’s right.

Dr. John Chao:

I like that idea.

Salvador Gaytan:

That’s very nice, and in fact before we get into the Rapid Fire Five,
you have some more, I guess, trivia about Santa Claus?

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah. So, what do you remember about how Santa Claus was
born?

Salvador Gaytan:

Well, my first memories of Santa Claus was that he is coming into
our house late at night when I am asleep, to bring me my presents.
When I was about eight, because we left out cookies and milk for
Santa, he ate the cookies and milk, he dropped off my presents.
I said, “You know, but I want to see Santa.” So, when I was about
eight, and I told my mom, I said, “I am going to hide behind the
couch, and I’m going to wait up and I want to see Santa.” So, she
said, “Oh sure, okay.”
We came home from the relatives, it was about midnight. I said, “I
want to lay behind the couch.” She said, “Okay. Why don’t you get
in your pajamas, lay down, I’m going to tell you a story and then
you can wait, like I’ll put you out.” I fell asleep; of course, I’m a
kid, right? I got mad that she didn’t wake me up, because the
presents were there, and said oh well -- so those are my memories.

Dr. John Chao:

So, how old were you then?

Salvador Gaytan:

I was about 28.

Dr. John Chao:

28.

Salvador Gaytan:

No, no, I was only eight.

Dr. John Chao:

Only eight, huh? No, I didn’t know about leaving cookies and
milk.
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Salvador Gaytan:

Yeah, we left cookies and milk for Santa every year.

Dr. John Chao:

I didn’t know that was part of -- is that part of American tradition?

Salvador Gaytan:

That is part of American tradition.

Dr. John Chao:

No, I didn’t know about that one until you just told me.

Salvador Gaytan:

Really?

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, we never had that. We had Santa come by during the night
and left a few things in the sock, and that was it.

Salvador Gaytan:

Now, your first recollections of Christmas, because you’re from
China, your recollections of Christmas are in China, is that right?

Dr. John Chao:

Right, and China not being a Christian nation. At the time, when I
was there, there was only maybe 1% of the population who were
Christians. So, among the Christian community, there was
celebration of Christmas, but it’s not all over the place.

Salvador Gaytan:

Not like here in the United States.

Dr. John Chao:

Yes. In the years that was to follow, of course it became a
worldwide tradition, but at the time when I was there in China,
there wasn’t much going on. We celebrated in a different way. I
remember that one Christmas I actually got an orange. That was a
big deal. We got the California Sunkissed Orange.

Salvador Gaytan:

Because fruit like that was hard to come by.

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, I mean you don’t get that. So, we got an orange. I think I
must have played with it for a whole week.

Salvador Gaytan:

Oh my God. Did it {grow} up before you could eat it?

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah. It was a lot of fun, I remember that orange. So, when you
ask me, “Think of something about Christmas,” I’d remember the
orange.

Salvador Gaytan:

Remember the orange, huh?

Dr. John Chao:

Each one of us, eight of us, each one had an orange.

Salvador Gaytan:

Wow, that’s -- see, the American kids have got an orange, are you
kidding me?
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Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, an orange from America, that’s a big deal in China, big deal
at the time.

Salvador Gaytan:

Yeah. Now, you have some other information about what, Santa
Claus or…?

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, did you know Santa Claus is actually over 200 years old?

Salvador Gaytan:

200 years old, and he’s still living?

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, he’s still around every Christmas.

Salvador Gaytan:

He’s still cooking, okay.

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah. He was born in the United States, in the 1860s, about 150 I
guess. When he was born, like this, he was named Santa Claus, and
at that time he had a white beard and a belly. Then later on, he
became a famous person after the novelist Washington Irving put
him in the novel.
Then, he became known as St. Nicolas, which is actually the Dutch
way of pronouncing St. Nicolas, Santa Claus. St. Nicolas became
Santa Claus. He did smoke a pipe, he flew around in the wagon
without any reindeer though, and he did have a red suit, and he did
live in the North Pole at the time. So, then in 1863, then he had his
reindeer.

Salvador Gaytan:

How did he get his reindeer in three years? We don’t know, do we?

Dr. John Chao:

Well, the story just came around.

Salvador Gaytan:

We don’t know, because he was given his reindeer.

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, so not being part of -- not having grown up in America, I
have an excuse not to know all these little details.

Salvador Gaytan:

Well, that is true, I don’t even know all the -- I don’t know those
details.

Dr. John Chao:

You should know, you should know more than me.

Salvador Gaytan:

I don’t know, I just know he had reindeers. I mean how he got
them, I mean I was a kid, come on now.
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Dr. John Chao:

Okay, now there are two places where Santa resides in the United
States. Where are they?

Salvador Gaytan:

Well, to me it would seem like Washington DC, because President
Obama is giving out money left and right through all the stimulus
package.

Dr. John Chao:

It’s been Christmas all year.

Salvador Gaytan:

Yeah, and I’m paying for it.

Dr. John Chao:

Now, there are two homes for Santa. One is in Torrington,
Connecticut, where Santa and his helpers give out presents. The
other is in Wilmington, New York.

Salvador Gaytan:

Wilmington, New York.

Dr. John Chao:

Where there’s a village for Santa.

Salvador Gaytan:

That’s where my credit card payments go.

Dr. John Chao:

Is that right?

Salvador Gaytan:

Yeah. I’m wondering…

Dr. John Chao:

You’ve been financing Santa Clauses’ spending.

Salvador Gaytan:

I’m financing Santa at Wilmington, I just remembered that. It must
be like credit card capital over there.

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, Wilmington, and there’s actually a place in California.

Salvador Gaytan:

Where is that?

Dr. John Chao:

It’s called Santa’s Village, and it’s located in Carpinteria, south of
Santa Barbara, I’ve been there.

Salvador Gaytan:

You sat on Santa’s lap and asked for some presents [crosstalk]
boy?

Dr. John Chao:

It was not open at the time, but you see all the stuff. It was not
during Christmas, so it’s been a few years, it may still be there for
all that I know. So, that’s an interesting little tidbit. So, if you want
to celebrate Christmas, you can go to Santa Barbara, find
Carpinteria and go there and enjoy. Now, it used to be, there was a
Santa’s Village near 09:19, do you remember that?
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Salvador Gaytan:

Yeah, I remember a little bit about that, but it wasn’t -- I don’t
know if it’s still there.

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, I haven’t seen it for years, and years and years.

Salvador Gaytan:

Yeah, but it was small time.

Dr. John Chao:

But it was nice, because sometimes it snowed up there.

Salvador Gaytan:

It’s true, well.

Dr. John Chao:

So, actually it was quite a nice place for Christmas celebrations.

Salvador Gaytan:

Yes, we’ve had a few. Remember my cousins had a cabin up there
for a few years, we go up there in the snow? Now, I just remember
having a snowball fight, my first ones, and then one of my cousins,
who is about five years older, he decided to pack a snowball like a
baseball.
That thing was packed, and that thing hit me right in the nose. I’m
going to tell you something. I didn’t think a snowball could hurt,
but that one hurt. I still remember that.

Dr. John Chao:

Is that why it looks broken? No, I’m just kidding.

Salvador Gaytan:

I can still feel it, and I still want to get even with him, can you
believe that, to this day? I tell you. Okay, Dr. John, we had a little
trivia session there, we got a little bit more probably at the end of
the show, but we do have our Rapid Fire Five. Are you ready, Dr.
John?

Dr. John Chao:

Yes, let’s get going on some official business here.

Salvador Gaytan:

That’s right, a little official business for the audience as well, five
true or false questions, you tell me whether they are true or false,
and then we get back to the details. Okay, question number one:
There will be ways in the future to straighten teeth without braces,
true or false?

Dr. John Chao:

True.

Salvador Gaytan:

Okay. Question number two: In the future, dental management
companies will make private practice obsolete, true or false?

Dr. John Chao:

False.
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Salvador Gaytan:

Okay. Question number three: There are ways to reverse gum
disease, true or false?

Dr. John Chao:

True.

Salvador Gaytan:

Okay. Question number four: Ceramic fillings are becoming more
popular than metal fillings, true or false?

Dr. John Chao:

True.

Salvador Gaytan:

Okay, question number five: There is a new whitening product that
is supposed to whiten teeth and last longer, true or false?

Dr. John Chao:

Not yet, false.

Salvador Gaytan:

False, okay. Let’s get back to question number one, Dr. John.
Question number one is, will there be ways -- or there will be ways
in the future to straighten teeth without braces?

Dr. John Chao:

Well, you’ll have to be born with straight teeth if you don’t want
braces, and the only way you can do that is to use a genetic
therapy, where you actually have to study the genes and make
alteration in the genetic makeup of the parents. So, that will be a
little ways off, but I wouldn’t be surprised that eventually it will
come, maybe, 20, 25 years.

Salvador Gaytan:

So, you’re saying that the parents, the man and woman, would have
their genes altered before she got pregnant?

Dr. John Chao:

Something like that.

Salvador Gaytan:

Or would you alter the genes when the baby is a fetus?

Dr. John Chao:

You have to alter the genes in the parents.

Salvador Gaytan:

In the parents.

Dr. John Chao:

Can you imagine how astounding that would be?

Salvador Gaytan:

That would be astounding.

Dr. John Chao:

To be able to determine the teeth, you can also then determine the
nose and color of the eyes and the hair, and how tall the baby is
going to be or how tall the baby will grow up to be. It will be a
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new world. You can genetically specify the kind of baby you’re
going to have, if that’s possible.
If you can have straight teeth, you can dictate straight teeth when
the baby is born. The world will be totally different from what it is
today. But that’s coming up, that’s coming up.
Salvador Gaytan:

Everyone will want to look like a movie star.

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah.

Salvador Gaytan:

There will be no people that would be considered unattractive.

Dr. John Chao:

Well, no, then the person with the crooked nose and crooked teeth
would be the rock star.

Salvador Gaytan:

Rock star, okay.

Dr. John Chao:

You’d be very 12:59 or she.

Salvador Gaytan:

That’s true, that’s true.

Dr. John Chao:

But there’s a brave new world coming up, and it’s almost
frightening to think that there could be such wonderful ways to
help mankind, but the same thing can turn around and create mass
confusion or…

Salvador Gaytan:

Chaos.

Dr. John Chao:

Real ethical issues.

Salvador Gaytan:

Ethical issues, yes.

Dr. John Chao:

Very, very interesting ethical issues, that the philosophers will have
to munch over. But it’s not with us yet, but it would be very
interesting to see.

Salvador Gaytan:

In the future, okay. Question number two: In the future, dental
management companies will make private practice obsolete, that is
false.

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah. When HMOs first came out maybe 20 years ago, people
were worried, “Oh yeah, they’re going to take over the
profession,” but it never happened. It never happened, because I
think the American public likes choice.
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Management companies provide a certain kind of dentistry that
suits some people, but Americans like choices and diversity. They
like to be able to pick the level of care, and they like to pick their
own dentist. They don’t want every dentist to be stamped out of
the same mould.
Management companies tend to make a dentist a commodity, rather
than a doctor who is going to look after his patients in his own
individual capacity, and treat that patient in a unique way that the
patient needs to be treated.
For that to happen, you cannot have a low cost volume practice.
The American public has resisted that, and dentists have resisted it.
Some dentists, of course like it, and that’s as it should be. It does
serve certain sectors of our society, but there are also many, many
niches that dentists can fall into, and not all of it is management
controlled.
So, that’s a very good question, and I don’t see that happening in
the near future at all. I think dentistry is very, very unique in its
own way. It speaks to the American people in a unique way, and
the Americans have been habituated and have become used to
different varieties of qualities of care.
Not everybody wants the same thing, and not everybody wants the
same thing all the time. You can move from one system of
delivery, which is HMO, to a private practice from time to time;
you can switch back and forth also. So, people like to have
choices, and I think that’s good.
That’s good that nothing comes -- as little as possible should come
in between the doctor and the patients. That’s when dentistry is
practiced most effectively both in cost and quality.
Salvador Gaytan:

Excellent, okay. For anyone just tuning in, you’re listening to
SmileTalk. I’m Salvador Gaytan here with Dr. John Chao, the
friendly dentist from Alhambra Dental. You can reach Dr. John at
AlhambraDental.com or 626-308-9104. Okay, Dr. John, question
number three: There are ways to reverse gum disease. That is true?

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah. We have certain bioactive materials now in terms of
collagen, in terms of bone regenerative materials, that can actually
cause bone to regenerate under certain circumstances. These may
come from animals such as pigs and cow. It could come from
cadaver tissue, they’re all being used right now to regenerate, both
bone and gum.
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So, that is actually a disease that under certain circumstances can
be reversed. More research is on the way, more materials will be
available that can do a better job than what we’re doing even now.
Salvador Gaytan:

Because as you’ve mentioned in previous shows, people lose more
teeth, because the gums become soft, and then the tooth gets loose,
isn’t that right?

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, the gums get soft, because the bone underlying the gum has
been destroyed by infection, and so the tooth will come loose. We
don’t have a way now to re-grow bone across the board, just
certain areas we can re-grow bone. But who knows what the future
will bring.
What’s also interesting is that we have non-surgical ways that fall
short of using scalpel and knives to do surgery and then regenerate
bone. We have non-surgical ways using antiseptic methods to
control the growth of bacteria in the mouth that’s been very
effectively used to preserve teeth, even sometimes hopeless teeth.
We do it quite frequently in our office, using lasers, using
antibiotic therapy, using topical antibiotics. So, the combination of
those things are pretty effective.

Salvador Gaytan:

Wow, okay. Question number four: Ceramic fillings are becoming
more popular than metal fillings, that’s true.

Dr. John Chao:

Yes, I think most people know that, and they…

Salvador Gaytan:

Now, metal filling is gold, silver, that’s a metal filling.

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, right. Gold, silver, anything that’s metallic, it could be even
non-precious metal that’s being used. But people don’t like to have
metal shining through their back teeth or through the front teeth.

Salvador Gaytan:

With the price of gold, it’s a little prohibitive, isn’t it?

Dr. John Chao:

Well, it’s getting more and more expensive to do gold, but it’s not
prohibitive. Actually, I prefer gold where it doesn’t show. I like
gold because gold for one thing would never break. Gold is softer,
so it doesn’t abrade teeth, whereas porcelain and ceramic fillings
would tend to abrade the opposing teeth, but certainly it looks
better. People like that and it’s more popular.
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My observation is that less and less do people actually -- when they
can afford to, prefer to have silver fillings put in. They’d rather
have porcelain or plastic fillings put in. Plastics are a little bit more
expensive than silver, but for most people they prefer that.
But if you use porcelain fillings in the form of inlays or onlays,
then they’re much more costly, but they last longer, and they are
preferred by a lot of patients.
Salvador Gaytan:

How long does a normal, ceramic filling last in your opinion?

Dr. John Chao:

A porcelain onlay, inlay can last a long time, eight, nine, 10 years
or more. If they’re well maintained, it could be longer than that.

Salvador Gaytan:

20 years?

Dr. John Chao:

20 years, it has been around that long, yes. So, we don’t know the
final verdict, but I see gold fillings, gold inlays, gold onlays, gold
crowns last 20, 30, 40 years. So, gold has been proven to be the
best.

Salvador Gaytan:

That’s good, because I only have one cavity in the back molar, and
you put in a gold filling on top, and God, I think I have had that at
least 15, 17, 18 years.

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, the way you maintain your teeth, and you’re very good at it,
you have another 50 years.

Salvador Gaytan:

I like it, I’ll bet that baby stays for life man. In fact, it’s even a
small investment now.

Dr. John Chao:

Gold is really for life. You do gold, or anything you do really well
in the mouth in the appropriate circumstance, it can last a lifetime
with a good maintenance. I have no doubt of that. We can’t
guarantee it when we put it in, but the chances are it will last a long
time if it’s done right.
Certain restorations are just not meant to last a long time. A big,
plastic filling is just not going to hold up. A big silver filling may
hold up 10, 15, 20 years, but plastics just are not going to hold up.
But they are better looking, so people do change them after a few
years.

Salvador Gaytan:

Interesting, okay, question number five, Dr. John. There is a new
whitening product, that is supposed to whiten teeth and last longer.
That is true?
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Well, we have products -- that’s not true yet. We have products that
can whiten teeth and whiten teeth tremendously five, six, seven, 10
shades and have a dramatic effect, but there is nothing that can
keep the tooth from getting stained again.
There is no product that can actually do that. So, that’s -- and I
have not seen it, maybe it will come around sometime. For the
sensitivity, there are products, fluoride products that you can apply
to your teeth before and after you bleach them. That can decrease
the sensitivity, but there is no such product yet.

Salvador Gaytan:

Now, most of the time when people whiten teeth, they have to rewhiten or touch up -- I don’t know, I guess it depends on their
health habits, but every three, four months, six months. I mean
nothing is going to last -- a whitening is not going to last for two,
three years, right?

Dr. John Chao:

Well, you can eat food, like you drink hot chocolate, you drink tea,
coffee and there are foods that have different colorings on them.
So, eventually the teeth will absorb the stain again. So, therefore
you have to do two things. If you want to keep your teeth white,
you need to see the hygienist, or the dentist and get your teeth
polished.
When you have a nice, shiny, smooth surface, then you’re less
likely to collect stain, in fact less likely to get decay. Did you know
that there’s a nanopolish? You know what nanotechnology is?

Salvador Gaytan:

I’m familiar a little bit. It’s a microscopic…

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, it’s a technology on the atomic and molecular level. So, a
dentist came up with a polish that’s so fine, it’s actually 100,000
times less than the size of a grain of sand.

Salvador Gaytan:

You can see that through your microscope, right?

Dr. John Chao:

Not mine, that will be a face microscope. Anyway, he came up
with a polish that can polish enamel so smoothly that he believes
that bacteria cannot attach itself to that enamel when it’s so
smooth.

Salvador Gaytan:

Because those molecules are bigger and they can’t get through.

Dr. John Chao:

Bacteria cannot stay on it. It just slips right off.
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Salvador Gaytan:

So, you’re saying that polish is available or it’s in development?

Dr. John Chao:

It’s been tested in an experiment.

Salvador Gaytan:

So, it’s not on the market yet?

Dr. John Chao:

Not on the market, but he believes he’ll be doing more research on
it.

Salvador Gaytan:

Come on, let’s get some of that, Dr. John. Let’s get that into the
laboratory.

Dr. John Chao:

And you polish that up, then there’s another way where you can
reduce the cavity rate. So, that’s nice. But anyway, whitening the
teeth is something that you just have to do continuously. It doesn’t
stop if you want to keep it white.

Salvador Gaytan:

Well, we’re coming to the conclusion of our show, Dr. John. We
got to say goodbye to the audience, but the audience can get a hold
of you where, Dr. John?

Dr. John Chao:

AlhambraDental.com or call 626-308-9104. We’d love to hear
from you.

Salvador Gaytan:

That’s a wrap.

Dr. John Chao:

Merry Christmas.

[END OF AUDIO]
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